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Rules of Conduct
• Dress Code: Bare breasts and genitals or bare butts showing 

on anyone is prohibited. This includes having your breasts/butt 
covered only by something sheer, transparent or translucent.

• Photographic or recording devices of any kind are prohibited, 
film and/or devices will be confiscated, and you will be asked 
to leave. Authorized photographers will display badges. 

• You may briefly try out paddles and floggers on 
yourself if you have permission from the vendor.

• Public scenes, including soiled diapers, or any sexual activity in 
public is prohibited.  Restrooms are considered public areas. 

• Smoking is prohibited inside the Hotel. When smoking 
outside, please be courteous to others.

• Food or drinks are prohibited in vending areas.
• Admission price is good for entry to all vending 

areas and classes for the day purchased.
• You must keep your wristband on at all times. Broken 

wristbands are void and cannot be used for entry.
• Demos are first-come, first-serve to the limit of the room.
• This is an 18+ Event. All minors will be 

refused entry, this includes infants.
• Live animals and non-human pets are prohibited, 

with the exception of service animals.
• Please respect the privacy of others. 

What you see here, stays here.
• Violation of any of these rules may be reason for 

ejection from event areas without refund.
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Letter from the Co-chairs

Welcome to NELA’s 45th Fetish Fair Fleamarket®!
Good Day Fellow Kinksters and Welcome to Marlborough, Massachusetts!

We are thrilled to bring the Flea to this 355-year-old Green Community 
centrally-located in southern New England.

All spaces are fully accessible, and we are proud to offer you 45 vendors , 
including our sponsor, Tandy Leather, in the Grand Ballroom, 12 community/
outreach groups in the main hallway, and 11 spectacular demonstrations in the 
Seminar Room. The Rope Lounge is in the Duchess Room and the Whip Lounge 
is in the Princess Room – both run all day. There’s an ATM next to the Gift 
Shop, as well.

Please join us for a meal and snack in the main hallway – supporting the ho-
tel’s facilities through concession stand purchases can help us secure this loca-
tion next year.

NELA is a volunteer-based organization dedicated to making a safe place 
in the world for all leather/fetish/SM people through education, advocacy, 
and charitable giving. We are an incorporated non-profit 501(c)3 organiza-
tion dedicated to the support, education, and political organizing of the SM/
leather/fetish communities in our world.

Simply put, we could not do what we do without our incredible volunteers 
and generous donations from our Associates. Please drop by our table in the 
Grand Ballroom to make a donation to become a NELA Associate and/or get 
some NELA swag!

Be sure to keep in touch via our web site http://nelaonline.org, Twitter @
FetishFlea, and Like us on Facebook.

On behalf of the NELA Board of Directors, thank you for coming and a great 
time!

Sincerely,

Dyanne & Leah
Fetish Fair Fleamarket® #45 Con - Chairs
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www.tandyleather.com

• Leather & Straps
• Studs & Spikes
• Snaps & Hardware
• Buckles & Rings
• Leather Dyes & Finishes
Tandy Leather has locations  
globally offering a variety of  
quality leathercraft supplies.
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Community Table Info
GLBTQ Domestic Violence Project
To assist and support victims and survivors of domestic violence, focusing on GLBTQ 
communities, to bring about responsive public policy, and to increase access to culturally 
competent services.
http://www.glbtqdvp.org

Mob New England
Mob is a social and educational BDSM/kink group for women and transpeople, 21+.
http://www.mobnewengland.org

New England Dungeon Society
The New England Dungeon Society is a pan sexual educational, support and social group.
http://www.ne-ds.org

New England Hypnosis Group
We exist as a community of like-minded folk with an interest in the broad erotic potential 
of hypnosis.  NEHG is a special interest group under the sponsorship of the New England 
Leather Alliance
http://www.nehg.info

NHOT - New Hampshire Order of the Triskelion
NHOT is dedicated to the exploration of power exchange and its benefit to body, mind 
and spirit. We host a monthly Rope Group and meeting of the MASS MAsT Chapter as 
well as full-day workshops on a variety of topics related to power exchange.
http://nhot.org

Operation Hammond
We are a non profit organization of like-minded individuals within the anime, sci-fi, 
fantasy and pop culture convention community dedicated to bringing awareness of first 
aid, emergency preparedness and training to people who attend and staff anime, sci-fi, 
fantasy and pop culture conventions. We are nerds helping nerds in times of need.
http://www.operationhammond.com

Sexual Freedom Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc.
Help for people in trouble due to alternative sexual expression.
http://www.sfldef.org

Sky Institute
Sky Institute is a training organization specializing in Dominance/submission topics.
http://gabrielcounseling.com

The Center for Sexual Pleasure and Health
The Center for Sexual Pleasure and Health is a sexuality education and training 
organization that works to reduce sexual shame, challenge misinformation, & advance the 
field of sexuality.
http://www.thecsph.org

the Network/la Red
The Network/La Red is a survivor-led, social justice organization that works to end partner 
abuse in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, BDSM, polyamorous, and queer communities.
http://www.tnlr.org
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The Society Of CT
The Society, LLC is a pansexual, support, social and educational group for the 21 years 
and older BDSM community in the Connecticut area and beyond.
http://www.thesocietyct.org

Trans* Spectrum Kinksters
TSK provides a space for education and community-building, and a platform to educate 
on topics that are often overlooked or underrepresented at mainstream events. TSK works 
to increase the visibility and voice of trans* and gender non-conforming identifi ed folks 
within the kink community.
https://nelaonline.org/special-interest-groups/tsk
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Demo Schedule & Info
11:30 AM  ~ Naked Yoga for Everyone
 Sepiessa, a self-proclaimed YogaGeek, is immersed in a long-standing love affair with everything 
yoga (the mindspace, sense of floatiness, the squeeze and release, etc). She’s practiced yoga since 1997 and 
was certified to teach by a well-respected school in the summer of 2003. Little did she know that years later 
she’d discover the many parallels between kink and yoga...
 She runs her own vanilla studio in the greater Boston area and is in the process of bringing more 
yoga to the kink community. Her teaching style ranges from gentle to moderate to vinyasa flow, and she always 
accommodates her students’ needs (vanilla needs, as she is quite happily collared!).
 Sepiessa is also a licensed massage therapist and Reiki practitioner. Thai Massage is a favorite, as it 
allows her to actively work with the massage receiver. Her clients love it. In response to a growing need, Sepiessa 
is currently introducing Thai ‘Em Massage for Bondage & Otherwise (TEMTBO) in the community. She hopes to 
help kinksters become more comfortable and flexible in their bodies and thus have access to better and deeper 
kinklife experiences. Overall, she hopes to help people feel better in mind and body while becoming sensitive to 
their abilities to care for their kink partners.

12:00 PM ~ Pressure Points for the Lazy Dom
Percy shows what a few pressure points can do. A lazy dom’s best friend. Useful in a pinch.  
Lord Percival (Percy to most) has been active in the scene, both in private and in public, for more than four 
decades. While many of us know him for his mastery of rope, he also has an extensive knowledge of many other 
areas of play, including but not limited to: takedowns, breath play, caning, whips, electricity, knives, energy play, 
and mental bondage. Education is a particular passion of Percy’s. He has been a teacher, lecturer, mentor, and 
trainer in the scene for a quarter century. Currently, he is on the Board of NELA (New England Leather Alliance), 
where his role is Director of Programming and Education.

12:30 PM ~ Gender in the Blink of any Eye
This class will be a lickity-split version of a Transgender 101. Together we will explore concepts of self, trans* 
terminology, pronouns (including gender-neutral options), and basic gender theory
 Synuates is a LGBTQ+ Educator, Organizer, and Communicator located in Boston, MA. Syn is 
fascinated by all things (gender)queer and deeply interested in the ways linguistics touches our lives, queer, kinky, 
poly, and otherwise. You may have seen hym present this year at The Geeky Kink Event: New England, Fantasia 
Fair, First Event, or Transcending Boundaries. In hys spare time, Syn enjoys urban exploration, zine culture, eclectic 
tea and coffee shops, bootblacking, and the smell of fall. You can find Syn on FetLife under Synuates or email 
hym at synuates@gmail.com. Gender-neutral or masculine pronouns, please!

1:00 PM ~ Rope Tasting: Like a Wine Tasting but with Your Hands
Welcome to a rope exploratorium! You will learn about different types of rope and have a chance to feel and 
experience many types as well. Be ready to use your sense of touch to learn about rope from a basic level. All 
experience levels welcome.
 LordeCupcakeCunt is an agender-fluid Bostonian who presents on sexuality, gender, spirituality, an 
advocacy. Xe has been seen at the True Colors Conference, The Geeky Kink Event: New England and Classic, 
The Society’s Coming out Different, and First Event; Kailin is also a co-organizer of the Trans* Spectrum Kinksters. 
When Kailin is not presenting knowledge, xe can be seen volunteering or with a cup of tea and a notebook. 
Kailin also teaches Hebrew and is an advocate for LGBTQ homeless youth and young adults.

1:30 PM ~ Tickle Torture
Tickling is a sensational way to explore kink. P.E.T.E. and GRLee will demonstrate how tickling can be torturous as 
well as fun, and why it’s not just for beginners anymore. Join us in the Danger Zone!
 P.E.T.E. and GRLee (Pedular Enthusiast Ticklee Extraordinaire) has been a long-time tickling enthusiast, 
a proud foot fetishist, a member of BDSM and tickling communities, on-line for 15 years, and off-line for ten. 
He has taught classes at Ramrod in Boston and two of the first classes ever taught at Club Hell in Providence, 
RI, for their Wednesday Fetish Night series. P.E.T.E. is also an instructor for the Kink Academy and has a number 
of instructional videos on their website. He co-facilitated numerous tickle play events for Tickle New England!, 
a group that he created to help organize and provide information and support for the New England tickle 
community. P.E.T.E. co-created New England Feet also to create local opportunities for community, support, 
information and safe connection for foot fetishists and the recipients of their pedular attentions.rn rnP.E.T.E. 
embraces tickling as a fun, sensual and erotic practice that holds great and dynamic benefits for those who 
engage it. His connection to feet ranges from the functionally vanilla to deeply spiritual, healing and sexual 
dynamics.  P.E.T.E. continues to learn about fetishism and kink and invites you warmly into this experience of 
exploration with him and the amazing GRLee.
 GRLee has been teaching at fetish events for more than 4 years.  She is committed to making it safe 
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and easy for newcomers to follow their own kinky and powerful path of self-discovery.  Her passion for learning 
and joy in kink give her courage every day to keep moving forward in all aspects of her life.  She believes in 
saying what she means, in being true to her ever-changing self, and in finding laughter in every single day.
 GRLee is committed to making it easy for newcomers to safely follow their own path of self-discovery.  
Her own growth and her deep joy in kink give her courage every day to keep moving forward in all aspects of 
her life. She believes in saying what she means, in being true to her ever-changing self, and in finding laughter in 
every single day.

2:00 PM ~ Slow Rope
Exploring the Sensuous Side of Rope Bondage
 RopeRider is the organizer of the rope bondage convention Bound In Boston. He began his journey 
with rope bondage as a fetish photographer, but quickly found that he enjoys both participating in and 
photographing rope play.

2:30 PM ~ Rough Body Play
Rough Body Play can be intimating due to the level communication and risk involved, but that doesn’t mean pick 
up play has to be complicated or planned. This workshop will cover the basics of rough body play and how to 
have a pick up scene from negotiation to aftercare.
 Arkcane is a Priest of Rati and Kama, spiritworker, and kink educator. He has presented workshops 
for Camp Crucible and many Dark Odyssey events. He specializes in sacred sexuality, Ordeal. Polyamory, 
Intimacy, Vulnerability. Connection, and, above all, snark.

3:00 PM ~ Flying in Suspension
With half rope work,and half body magic, a person can be twisted into strange and sometimes painful positions 
in the air. Rope bondage and suspension can be an intimate way for partners to connect, or a lovely way for 
friends to spend an afternoon. This demo will show a range of physically stressful and technically challenging 
suspensions. NOTE: we will not teach suspension, or suspension techniques.
 Lazarus is passionate about rope. With a background in mechanical engineering, she comes to rope 
play and suspension from a technical point of view. She especially likes dynamic suspensions and bent leg ties, 
and focuses heavily on risk aware tying, and safety. Lazarus is an active member of Hitchin’ Bitches Boston.

3:30 PM ~ Wax Play Demo
This class will begin by discussing why do wax play in the first place? Of course like any new play, we will discuss 
safety issues around playing with wax. Now lets start having fun by going over materials needed for a wax 
scene. Then, we will discuss good vs bad areas for wax. How do we get the wax off? Well I’m glad you asked 
because we will cover this too!
 MaxsWorld (Max for short) is a gender fluid, evolving switch, reluctant sadist, and humorous kinkster. 
They have been actively kinky since 2012 (but actually kinky long before they knew that term for it). Max enjoys 
doing means things to private parts (especially penis/balls), poking people with needles, rocking out with their 
cock out, enjoying a good pickle and bring as much laughter they can into a scene.

4:00 PM ~ Suspension Demo
Rope can be a beautiful way to restrain and connect with a partner. This 20min demo will show the versatility of 
rope, and the magic of moving a person in space.
 Abbystract is a Boston based rigger who enjoys applying science based theory and problem solving 
to rope bondage, with a particular interest in dynamic suspensions and sadistic rope.  She is also passionate 
about encouraging more women and non-binary individuals to pick up the ropes and fostering a more diverse 
rope community.

4:30 PM ~ CBT Demo
 Wintersong is a shaman, magician, and presenter who has been teaching and running rituals for over 
a decade. Seeing pain and pleasure as valuable tools, he employs both in his spiritual work as well as his erotic 
play. Wintersong teaches workshops on a variety of erotic and kink techniques, specializing in needle play, cbt, 
polyamory, roleplaying, playing with unusual fetishes, LGBT issues, and both erotic and non-erotic spiritual and 
magical topics. He offers private tutoring and classes in a wide range of erotic techniques and edge play as well 
as relationship skills, polyamory, and magic & energy work. He is a programing coordinator for Dark Odyssey, 
and a regular contributor to the LGBT blog “The Bilerico Project.” Wintersong has presented for Kink Academy, 
Dark Odyssey, The Floating World, QueerPlayCon, Black Rose, and many other events and organizations. He is 
a council member of Clan Tashlin, an earth-based teaching and magical order built around a unique relationship 
between people and the energies of the world around us. He has been featured in documentaries on topics such 
as polyamory, spirituality, and genital integrity in both the United States and Great Britain. He can be found on 
Fetlife simply as “Wintersong.”
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Map
&

Schedule

11:30 AM Naked Yoga for Everyone
12:00 PM Pressure Points for the Lazy Dom
12:30 PM Gender in the Blink of any Eye
1:00 PM Rope Tasting

1:30 PM Tickle Torture
2:00 PM Slow Rope
2:30 PM Rough Body Play
3:00 PM Flying in Suspension
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1:30 PM Tickle Torture
2:00 PM Slow Rope
2:30 PM Rough Body Play
3:00 PM Flying in Suspension

3:30 PM Wax Play Demo
4:00 PM Suspension Demo
4:30 PM CBT Demo
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Vendors Info
adultpleasures
Manufacturer of bondage, electro play and vibrators.
http://www.adultpleasurestoys.com

Agreeable Agony
Toys for pleasure and toys for pain! Agreeable Agony is a collective of crafters/
artisans and kinksters from the east coast who makes beautiful handmade 
floggers, unique impact toys, candles, claws, pretty colored hemp and MFP 
bondage rope, and has a passion for sex education! Demos available!
http://www.agreeableagony.com

Big Bob’s Little Knife Shop
We carry the best quality in blades for the price. We carry a large variety of 
designs and quality levels to suit your particular need.
http://www.bigbobsknives.com

Big Head Studio
Big Head Studio is your one stop shop for all things electric. We carry T.E.N.S. 
units, Violet Wands and our own line of Custom Wand Accessories. We create 
Custom Suspension rings and our own brand of super premium liquid latex.
http://www.bigheadstudio.com
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BossBondage.com & PlayPiercingKits.com
BOSSBONDAGE.COM offers hemp and jute rope and bondage accessories. 
PLAYPIERCINGKITS.COM offers play piercing kits and accessories and medical 
kink items
http://www.BossBondage.com

Circlet Press
Publishers of erotic science fiction, Laura Antoniou’s Marketplace books, and sellers 
of various BDSM and kink how-to books.
http://www.circlet.com

Cloak & Dagger Creations
Custom clothing
http://www.cloakmaker.com

Details Toys
Thanks for making Details Toys one of the most popular “lifestyle” Flogger makers 
in the Country. We’ve been lovingly crafting our handmade Floggers, BY people 
in the lifestyle FOR people in the lifestyle since 1997! You could pay more 
elsewhere but why would you want to?
http://www.detailstoys.com
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Dominance Loving Leather
The Original Evil Stick, the Evil Stick Family, and quality products at affordable 
prices.
http://www.swtchr2.biz

Dragontailz LLC
All Dragontailz Dragontails are all manufactured in the United States of the 
highest quality Italian upholstery leather to specific standards to guarantee 
durability and a lifetime of enjoyment and can be individually crafted to your 
request.
http://www.dragontailz.com

Dungeon Bags by Damon Dark
Custom created dungeon bags, kangaroo leather single tail whips, high quality 
impact toys, custom cuffs and collars, exotic knives, and assorted BDSM gear.
http://www.dungeonbag.com

EF Leathercraft/EF Whips
A fine array of floggers, whips, quirts, slappers, wrist and ankle cuffs, suspension 
cuffs, and especially his original rose items.
http://www.efleathercraft.com/

Emporium 32
Vintage inspired jewelry and accessories specializing in everyday leather 
accessories and classy geekery.
http://www.emporium32.com
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FreakyElegant
Handmade masquerade masks, chokers, and jewelry.
http://freakyelegant.com

Good Vibrations
Good Vibrations is the premier retailer trusted for over three decades to provide 
high quality products, education, and information that promotes sexual health, 
pleasure, and empowerment. We’re proud to provide a safe, welcoming, and non-
judgmental environment.
http://www.goodvibes.com

HOLO
We make handcrafted leather creations that you will enjoy! A little something for 
everyone!
http://www.holowhips.com

Kink Outfitters
High quality, handmade, wooden spanking paddles, restraints, “shibari sticks” 
and more. Custom text and images on paddles, from your choice of 8 different 
hardwoods, including exotic choices like zebrawood. Wood restraints are all 
custom-sized.
http://www.kinkoutfitters.com
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Kinky Spirits
Kinky Spirits is a full service retailer for all of your adult needs. Kinky Spirits 
carries something for everyone: from beginner to the most experienced. Adult 
toys, floggers, whips, restraints, violet wands, electro stim units, dungeon furniture, 
and so much more. From Wild to Mild
http://www.kinky-spirits.com

Knotty Designs
Knotty Designs hand makes custom paracord products for all your knotty lifestyles 
from kink to fashion and geeky to survival - we have something for everyone.
http://www.knottydesignshop.com

KRDC Enterprises
Bondage rope and rope floggers
http://www.KinkyRopes.com

Leather by Danny
High quality toys!
http://www.leatherbydanny.com

Lust Beads
Erotic beaded jewelry - nipple dangles and chains. Beaded chokers, bracelets, 
and earrings. Morse Code jewelry.
http://lustbeads.com/
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Maus Gear
Hand dyed natural fiber ropes and hand made leather gear, restraints and 
harnesses.
http://www.Mausgear.org

missmoosetoo Floggers
Handmade floggers crafted from quality bovine, elk, and bison leather - 
guaranteed for life. A variety of weights and fall types allows for thud, sting, 
and every sensation in between. Leather collars with stainless hardware for a 
hypoallergenic alternative. All items handmade by missmoosetoo.

My Favorite Kink
My Favorite Kink specializes in handmade BDSM sex toys. We offer a variety of 
paracord, leather, and vinyl floggers and paddles and ticklers. For your feminine 
side, we have a small boutique with vintage and Victorian inspired jewelry. No 
matter your pleasure, we have something for everyone!
http://www.etsy.com/shop/myfavoritekink

My Lady’s Toys
My Lady’s Toys carries a wide selection of BDSM gear that appeals to both the 
novice and more experienced player. Women’s fetish clothing and men’s vests, 
shorts, and jocks are available in a variety of styles and sizes.
http://www.myladystoys.com

Needleplay Design
Custom embroidery on T-shirts, towels, and blankets. Custom patches are also 
available.
http://www.needleplaydesign.com

New York Toy Collective
Handmade Silicone Toys
http://www.newyorktoycollective.com

Orchid And Serpent
Orchid And Serpent Stores is your One-Stop-Sex-Shop. We carry everything you 
can imagine, and more. From simple fantasy to hardcore fetish gear, you can find 
it all at Orchid And Serpent Stores.
http://www.OSbdsm.com

Paisley Peacock Body Arts
Beautiful henna and sparkly glitter body art
http://www.HennaDancer.com

Pandora’s Box
Let your fantasies out of the box. We specialize in luxury sex toys for all bodies, 
handcrafted fetish accessories, and BDSM gear.
http://www.pandorasboxnh.com
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Rand Leather
Rand Leather specializes in custom, handmade, leather fetish wear. From bow ties 
to harnesses and bondage gear to custom leather clothing, there’s something for 
everyone. At Rand Leather, versatility is a cornerstone, quality is non-negotiable, 
and tradition is the guidance but not the rule.
http://www.matthiasrand.com

RopeExtremes
Three-strand hemp, braided hemp, BandaRope, nylon, MFP, paracord, rope cuffs, 
rope leashes, rope collars, suspension rings, carabiners, swivels, hard point slings, 
EMT shears, Wartenberg wheels, bondage books, locks, and more.
http://www.ropeextremes.com/

Ropes By EDK
Handcrafted bondage rope. Specializing in traditional jute and hemp ropes.
https://www.etsy.com/shop/RopesByEDK?ref=hdr_shop_menu

RubberMasters
Handcrafted gear made from industrial rubber: whips, gags, restraints, and more.
http://www.rubbermasters.com

Sassamon Leather
Sassamon Leather 
makes Floggers of 
Distinction. We make 
only two items -- 
floggers and dragon 
tails. Every flogger and 
DT that comes from 
our workshop is unique 
because it is crafted by 
hand, one at a time.
http://www.
sassamonleather.com

Smut Arts and 
Crafts
An group of artists 
selling erotic and 
fun items for your 
enjoyment!

Steel Bones
Soooooo many corsets... 
instant gratification. 
Yum.
http://www.steelbones.
com
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Steel Your Innocence
Steel Your Innocence is your destination for high quality stainless steel bondage 
gear. As members of the kink community we understand the high quality products 
our customers are looking for. We take great pride in marrying a product that 
combines durability with a beautiful aesthetic.
http://www.SteelYourInnocence.com

Sunspot Designs
Affordable, off-beat adornments for mortals and others.
http://www.sunspotdesigns.com

Tandy Leather Factory
Since 1919, Tandy has been the resource for generations of leathercrafters, 
providing quality leather, tools, kits and teaching resources.
http://www.tandyleather.com

The Dragon’s Design
Custom leather creations

The Latex Store
The Latex Store is one of the Internet’s largest retail latex stores. We began 
selling latex toys on eBay in 2000 and opened The Latex Store in 2004. Our goal 
is and has always been to bring the finest latex products available to our devoted 
customers at great prices.
http://www.TheLatexStore.com

The ShoeGuy
Joe has been the official ShoeGuy with NELA since 1998 offering the largest 
selection of Fetish Shoes & boots from size 5 to 14 at great prices. He is a 
favorite destination of all NELA attendees offering great service & adding value 
to the event. You will also find exclusive styles & accessories.
http://www.theshoeguy.com

Vicious Whips
A purveyor of quality nylon whips and floggers! We are known for our shot-
loaded bull whips and snake whips. Come check out our newest line of nylon 
signal whips! All of our toys are evenly weighted and balanced for great control 
and precision; with fully customizable colors and patterns.
Http://www.Viciouswhips.com

Violet Wand Store
We offer traditional & solid-state Violet Wand Kits, a large selection of violet 
wand accessories, and conductive rope. Unique selection of paddles, canes, and 
leather items and we now offer Medical Play, TENS/EMS units and accessories.
http://www.violetwandstore.com




